This is a the first attempt at a quick guide for resources students commonly find in GALILEO cited with MLA 8th Edition. For the current edition, MLA has brought back lots of commas, removed some abbreviations, and inadvertently included plenty of long URL's along with digital identifiers or dois. Because many GALILEO sources are doiless, MLA requires a persistent link, which can be quite long. Make sure to use a computer rather than your phone or pencil and paper and copy and paste to keep these links accurate.

**Scholarly Journal -- Basic Format**


**Scholarly Journal Articles with One Author and a doi.**


**Scholarly Journal Article with Two Authors and a doi.**


**Scholarly Journal Article with MORE THAN Two Authors and a doi.**


**Credible Journal Article with One Author and no doi (Persistent URL instead)**


**Scholarly Journal Article with No Author and no doi (Persistent URL instead)**


**Magazine -- Basic Format**


**Magazine Article with One Author and no doi (Persistent URL instead)**


**Newspaper -- Basic Format**

Author, “Title of Article.” Title of Newspaper [sometimes location], date, p. (can include descriptive words and/or section name, or be just a section name). Name of Database, doi or persistent url. Accessed date of access.
Newspaper Articles with One Author and Persistent URL - Note the [location] for less familiar papers and the missing page numbers on the last two articles.


Newspaper Article with Two Authors, no Page Number, and a Persistent URL - Note the [location].


Encyclopedia Articles with One Author and Persistent URL


Encyclopedia Article with no Author and Persistent URL


Reprinted Articles with One Author and Persistent URL (Note: the second article is a reprint of a digital only article from a magazine).


Streamed Video such as Films on Demand, Kanopy, or Swank. Note: the third item is a segment.

